DREAM

4/4  1...2...1234

Intro: (4 beats each)

Dream when you're feeling blue, dream, that's the thing to do

Dream while the smoke rings rise in the air, you'll find your share of memories there

So dream when the day is through, dream, and they might come true

Things never are as bad as they seem, so dream, dream, dream.

Ritard 4
DREAM
4/4  1...2...1234

Intro:  Am  Cm6  G  E9  Am7  D7  G  D7  (4 beats each)

G                                           F#     G6                                     E7
Dream when you're feeling blue, dream, that's the thing to do

Am   Cm6                                      G          GMA7 A7                     Em7   A7       Am7           D7
Dream     while the smoke rings rise in the air,  you'll find your share         of memories there

D7b5     G                                    F#           G6                                            E7
So   dream when the day is through, dream, and they might come true

Am   Cm6                       G                 E9         Am7       D7        G      Bm7b5   E7
Things       never are as bad as they seem, so dream, dream, dream.

4
Am   Cm6                       G                  E9         Am7      D7     GMA7   G6
Things       never are as bad as they seem, so dream, dream, dream.          Ritard     4